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About This Game

Nano Driller is a brisk, meditative action-puzzler that can be completed in 25-45 minutes. It's built primarily to be replayed, or
to simply be enjoyed at any time of the day. It places the focus on unique, momentum-based controls to offer a puzzle game
which remains fun to play well after the first playthrough. These puzzles and action sequences take place in a series of rooms
and doors which ask the player not only to use their reflexes and puzzle-solving abilities, but also to stretch their navigational

muscles here and there. Once you've completed the main game, you can continue to hunt down increasingly more difficult time
attack achievements, or try an alternative ship type for a new challenge.
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Title: Nano Driller
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Will Bowerman
Publisher:
Will Bowerman
Release Date: 5 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64 bit

Processor: 64bit Intel compatible Dual Core CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DX11 compliant graphics card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: N/A

English
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nano driller

It is definitely worth it to get the gold upgrade and I seriously recommend it for all players. Not that good. Love this game. It is
fast paced. None of the shity micro management tasks. It follows a rock paper scissors principle and you have to be quite fast
moving your units from platform to platform. Multiplayer is really fun if you have a friend to play with. Try to win against the
ai.. Good :
- Nice concept and storyline (even it have some silly dialogue)
- Worth spending time

Bad:
- concept about 'spell' (I just don't understand why making some -sorry I've already forgot the word- ham for alligator have to be
a spell?) .... just..

BTW ...I spent more than 10 minute for 'What ending is this!'.
So... if you are ok with the 'To be continued' ending, just buy it.. Great boardgame, but implementation leaves a lot to be
desired. Digitization could have been done a lot better - disappointing.. I stubbed my toe on the way to install this game.

That was the most enjoyable part of the experience.

-------------------------------------------------

Everything that defined the original is dead and gone. Instead, we have a terrible H1Z1 knockoff. The brutal melee combat,
trickery, and guerilla warfare complete with traps and bombs have all been replaced by generic gunplay that feels like a game
demo disc from PC gamer back in the 90s.

The only elements that survived from the first game are:

- The crazy announcer (he can heard in the background and the loading lobby)
- Perks (although, half of them are useless now and have much less impact)
- Stims (yes, you can still have an Iron 4 Skin)

-------------------------------------------------

I hesitate to use the word 'scam' but it kinda fits here. Don't buy this game.

I'm glad that I didn't get a free key for this game, because now I can at least get the satisfaction of clicking the refund button..
good game for Achievements.. Cool old school game.Bought it for 50 cents.Its worth.
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Super-fun puzzle platformer in the Amiga style but better, with great sound and a surprising amount of pathos.. Everything you
need to know about this game:

For hipsters, by hipsters.

Avoid!. Basically, boredom simulator 2016.
Compared to the other timore games, I think this is fairly good, although that's not saying much.
Game is quite repetitive, which adds to the boredom of a no-soundtrack enviroment. By the way, there is no soundtrack. At all.
And there isn't a sprint key either. Also, everything in the house ( which is really small ) is 98% the same color in different
shades, sort off. There is a white fridge, some white mugs, and some dishes. That's it, no more color than that, exept for a
couple lines of text in red of course. Oh wait, almost forgot the most interesting aspect of the game : the mannequins. Actually,
fairly good models when I look at them up close. Those are the most interesting thing in the whole game, you can spend a whole
2 minutes standing at them before they become as boring as the rest of the game.
story wise... interesting, a bit only though...if it wasn't because of how absolutely boring the game is, it simply brings down the
little ( non-existent ) atmosphere the game and story create.
Frankly, I can't imagine how the developer didn't do this on purpose. You can't even laugh at the jumpscares or bad models
because the game is so goddamn boring. Have I already mentioned the game is extremely boring?
Don't buy, not even for fifty cents, unless you feel like falling asleep, drooling over your keyboard and breaking it.
PS: Right, I forgot, there is some sort of whiteish dead teen ghost hanging from a ghost rope ( also white, and you can see
through it just like the pressumably a kid's body ) attached.. No, glued to the ceiling.. the new "DLC - new prospects" should be
a free update for the original game.
the devs rip-off their customers and try to do quick money with no effort.

in general DSD is a good game, but i cant support this kind of dlc-scam anymore.... I bought this game because I enjoyed
Gratuitous Space Battles enormously. What a disappointment! This game appears to be a quick and dirty attempt to profit from
GSB. You get a few maps to learn from and then nothing but the same map over and over and over, with suggestions that you
should play on-line to get a better experience. Maybe I am missing something, but I can find none of the maps shown in the
Steam advertisement available as single player mode in the game.. To be honest I thought the game would have more to it.
Way too much combat.
It wasnt what I thought it would be.

Thought there would be more research,weapons,ships etc.

The game is pretty much a kill fest and no thinking.

The graphics are good,sound is good but play wise not so good.

If the game was more than $9.99 I would of asked for a refund,sorry :(. The game has real potential but it is just so badly
polished that playing it slowly drives you up the wall. Ultimately there's better options out there, pick this up last.. Definitely an
Early Access game. What I mean by that is that the game has it's pros and cons, but, to me, seems largely unfinished.

Pros:
+ Strong dungeon-crawler-like atmosphere
+ EXCELLENT lighting
+ Good looking textures
+ Stealth focused gameplay

Cons
- Only two enemy types
- Bow aiming is difficult
- Hard to get the "distraction orb" to go exactly where you want it
- Stealth doesn't always feel as "accurate" as it should be
- Gets repetitive rather quickly
- Despite it's strong dungeon atmosphere, it lacks "scenery" to make it feel life-like. What I mean is it doesn't feel lived in.
These goblins are patroling empty corridors. It would be interesting to see living quarters, a dining hall, a weapons storage room,
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torture chamber, etc.

So the game itself has a lot of things going for it in terms of it's visuals and direction but, in my opinion, needs several tweaks
and additional content to justify a purchase. Especially since I got bored rather quickly, I feel the game needs another dynamic
to keep the game interesting (maybe traps, additional weapons, additonal enemies, abilities, etc).

Is the game worth it? That's up to you.
If you think you can enjoy the game as it is, without caring about if future content gets added or not; then yes the game is meant
for you.
If you think the game could benefit from more "depth" and content then I would wait to see what the future holds.. need a lot of
improvement...and gameplay needs more various kinds of things to do. Remember those old games on the Nintendo where you
had a spaceship and shot enemies above? This brings back that retro feel but modernized.

There's a map editor, singleplayer and multiplayer. Excellent!

Nano Driller is out now!:
Yay! If you haven't bought my game yet, please give it a try! If you have, let me know if there are any bugs, and I'll try to fix
them as soon as possible.
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